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Association Business

State of AAA's Publishing Program
The State of AAA's Publishing Program is now available on
the Anthropology News website. Find out what is going on
in the AAA publishing portfolio, the evaluation of intended
and unintended consequences in adopting new publishing
models in the future and the measures AAA's Executive
Board has taken to ensure financial sustainability in the
publishing program.

Name Needed for New CoPP Award
AAA's Committee on Public Policy (CoPP) has established
a biennial award to honor anthropologists whose work has
had a significant, positive influence on the course of
government decision-making and action. Public policy is
broadly defined to include measures created by any level of
government and addressing the full  range of contemporary
human problems. Starting in 2013, the award will be
conferred every other year in rotation with the AAA Solon T.
Kimball award.

The CoPP is interested in naming the new award after a
prominent anthropologist whose work in the area of public
policy has contributed greatly to the discipline. If you'd like
to nominate a person whom you believe the award should
be named after, please send your suggestion, along with a
two paragraph description of the person's work and
achievements, to publicpolicyaward@aaanet.org by July 23,
2012.

News You Can Use

Call for Photos
AAA seeks photos of anthropologists in "the field" for use in
the new website, This Is Anthropology. We hope to collect a
wide variety of images of anthropologists in action who
represent the breadth of our field and the diversity of our
discipline.

Submission details:

Volume 4, Issue 6

Anthropology News
Have you been reading the latest
AN article via www.anthropology-
news.org and wanting to share it with
your colleagues? Check out the new
share button options in this
year's summer issue.

AN is now on Twitter! Stay up to date
with the latest articles by following
Anthropology News  @news4anthros

In Memoriam
Michel-Rolph Trouillot
Patricia R. Pessar
Steven Rubenstein

2012 Annual Campaign
Your support is needed to make the
2012 Annual Campaign a success. Make
your donation, today! 

Shop AAA on Café Press
ShopAAA for all  of your AAA and Annual
Meeting essentials at
www.cafepress.com/shopaaa

Looking for a job?
At the AAA Career Center search the
latest job openings or post an
employment opportunity.

Did you know?
AAA members speak more than 10
languages? Log in to AnthroGateway to
update your record with language
expertise, employment status, other
areas of interest and connect with your
colleagues today.

Connect With Us

AAA Resources
AAA Homepage >
Annual Campaign >
Annual Meeting >
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We seek photos that primarily feature an
anthropologist, although other additional
individuals present in photo are allowable if the
submitter has permission to use the image in this
way.
Photos should be in .JPG or .TIFF format. We
recommend submitting high-resolution images, up
to 5MB.
Photos can be submitted online.
The deadline for consideration is 5pm on Friday,
July 27, 2012.

This is Anthropology, designed primarily for a lay audience
of students and parents, features information about
anthropology, about anthropological careers, the skills we
use and how to become an anthropologist. It also features
the ability for anthropologists themselves to make profiles
and use an interactive map to list projects, affiliations and
the schools they attended. Please contact Jason Miller at
jemille3@mail.usf.edu with your questions.

AES CFP for New Mentoring Program
The Anthropology and Environment Society seeks
participants for a new mentoring event, which will take place
during the 2012 AAA Annual Meeting in San Francisco. We
will select students to meet in small groups with A&E faculty
members to workshop their dissertation projects (or pieces
of them). We aim for this program to not only build graduate
students networks within Environmental Anthropology, but
also to provide a constructive space to share dissertations-
in-progress. Ph.D. students in any stage of their program
are welcome to apply. For consideration for this year's
mentoring event, please click here for submission details.
The deadline for consideration is September 15, 2012.
 
SEA 2013 Annual Meeting Call for Papers: Inequality
The Society for Economic Anthropology has an open call for
papers for its April  11-13, 2013 Annual Meeting in St. Louis,
Missouri.  The meeting aims to bring together researchers
from all  fields of anthropology as well as other social
sciences to present and discuss research that engages with
the broad theme of inequality. Please submit abstracts for
papers (300-400 words) and posters (200-300 words) by e-
mail to Carolyn Lesorogol at cleasorogol@wustl.edu. The
deadline for abstract submissions is November 20, 2012.

Anthropology News Corner

Summer AN Series on the Olympics
Keep up with AN throughout the summer with the In Focus
series on the Olympics, plus op-eds by our Opinion editors
and columnists.
 
Check out AN's New Proposal System
Submit your proposals for thematic series and independent
essays via AN 's new online proposal submission system
 
Call for Proposals on Law
Anthropology News invites proposals for essays exploring
the anthropology of law. Click here for details and submit
your proposal. Deadline is July 20, 2012.

Anthropology News  >
AnthroSource >
Career Center >
Department Services Program >
Membership>
RACE Are We So Different? >

 
Contact Us
American Anthropological Association

2200 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 600
Arlington, VA 22201
Telephone: 703/528-1902
Fax: 703/528-3546
 
If you have comments or questions
about AnthroNews, 
contact Joslyn Osten.
 
To stop receiving AnthroNews, 
please contact Member Services.
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